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- BeagleBone is a low cost, open hardware, expandable computer first introduced in November 2011 by BeagleBoard.
- This book provides detailed examples for all BeagleBone variants, including the newest "next generation" BeagleBone Black.
- BeagleBone variants, including the original BeagleBone and the new BeagleBone Black, host a powerful 32-bit, super-scalar ARM Cortex A8 processor.
- BeagleBone is small enough to fit in a small mint tin box.
- "Bone" may be used in a wide variety of projects from middle school science fair projects to university courses and senior design projects to first prototypes of very complex systems.
- Novice users may access the power of the "Bone" through the user-friendly BoneScript environment.
- Seasoned users may take full advantage of the "Bone's" power using the underlying Linux-based operating system.
- A host of feature extension boards (Capes) and a wide variety of Linux community open source libraries are available.
- This book contains background theory on system operation coupled with many well-documented, illustrative examples.
- Examples for novice users are centered on motivational, fun robot projects.
- Examples for advanced users follow the themes of assistive technology and image processing applications.
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ABSTRACT
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Preface

BeagleBone is a low cost, open hardware expandable computer first introduced in November 2011 by BeagleBoard.org, a community of developers sponsored by Texas Instruments. Various BeagleBone variants host a powerful 32-bit, super-scalar ARM Cortex A8 processor operating from 720 MHz to 1 GHz. Yet, BeagleBone is small enough to fit in a small mint tin box. The “Bone” may be used in a wide variety of projects from middle school science fair projects to senior design projects to first prototypes of very complex systems. Novice users may access the power of the Bone through the user-friendly browser-based Bonescript environment that may be operated in MS Windows, the Mac OS X, or the Linux operating systems. Seasoned users may take full advantage of the Bone’s power using the underlying Linux-based operating system, a host of feature extension boards (Capes) and a wide variety of Linux community open source libraries. This book provides an introduction to this powerful computer and has been designed for a wide variety of users including the first time novice through the seasoned embedded system design professional. The book contains background theory on system operation coupled with many well-documented, illustrative examples. Examples for novice users are centered on motivational, fun robot projects while advanced projects follow the theme of assistive technology and image processing applications.

Texas Instruments has a long history of educating the next generation of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) professionals. BeagleBone is the latest educational innovation in a long legacy which includes the Speak & Spell and Texas Instruments handheld calculators. The goal of the BeagleBone project is to place a powerful, expandable computer in the hands of young innovators. Novice users can unleash the power of the Bone through the user-friendly, browser-based Bonescript environment. As the knowledge and skill of the user develops and matures, BeagleBone provides more sophisticated interfaces including a complement of C-based functions to access the hardware systems aboard the ARM Cortex A8 processor. These features will prove useful for college-level design projects including capstone design projects. The full power of the processor may be unleashed using the underlying onboard Linux-based operating system. A wide variety of hardware extension features are also available using daughter card “Capes” and Linux community open source software libraries. These features allow for the rapid prototyping of complex, expandable embedded systems.

A BRIEF BEAGLE HISTORY

The Beagle family of computer products include BeagleBoard, BeagleBoard xM, the original BeagleBone and the new BeagleBone Black. All have been designed by Gerald Coley, a long time expert Hardware Applications Engineer, of Texas Instruments. He has been primarily responsible for all hardware design, manufacturing planning, and scheduling for the product line. The goal of the en-
tire product line is to provide users a powerful computer at low cost with no restrictions. As Gerald describes it, his role has been to “get the computers out there and then get out of the way” to allow users to do whatever they want. The computers are intended for everyone and the goal is to provide “out of the box success.” He indicated it is also important to provide users a full suite of open source hardware details and to continually improve the product line by listening to customers’ desires and keeping the line fresh with new innovations. In addition to the computers, a full line of Capes to extend processor features is available. There are more than 20 different Capes currently available with 50 more on the way.

BeagleBone was first conceptualized in early Fall 2011. The goal was to provide a full–featured, expandable computer employing the Sitara ARM processor in a small profile case. Jason Kridner told Gerald the goal was to design a processor board that would fit in a small mint tin box. After multiple board revisions, Gerald was able to meet the desired form factor. BeagleBone enjoyed a fast development cycle. From a blank sheet of paper as a starting point, to full production was accomplished, in 90 days.

New designs at Texas Instruments are given a code name during product development. During the early development of the Beagle line, the movie “Underdog” was showing in local theaters. Also, Gerald had a strong affinity to Beagles based on his long time friend and pet “Jake.” Gerald dubbed the new project “Beagle” with the intent of changing the name later. However, the name stuck and the rest is history. Recently, an acronym was developed to highlight the Beagle features:

- Bring your own peripherals
- Entry level costs
- ARM Cortex–A8 superscalar processor
- Graphics accelerated
- Linux and open source community
- Environment for innovators

APPROACH OF THE BOOK
Concepts will be introduced throughout the book with the underlying theory of operation, related concepts and many illustrative examples. Concepts early in the book will be illustrated using motivational robot examples including an autonomous robot navigating about a two–dimensional maze based on the Graymark Blinky 602A robot platform, an autonomous four wheel drive (4WD) robot (DFROBOT ROBOT0003) in a three–dimensional mountain maze, and a SeaPerch Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV).

Advanced examples follow a common theme of assistive technology. Assistive technology provides those with challenges the ability to meet their potential using assistive devices. One example covered in the book is a BeagleBone based Speak & Spell. Speak and Spell is an educational toy
developed by Texas Instruments in the mid–1970’s. It was developed by the engineering team of Gene Franz, Richard Wiggins, Paul Breedlove and Larry Branntingham.

This book is organized as follows. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the BeagleBone processor and the Bonescript programming environment. Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to programming and provides a detailed introduction to the Bonescript environment. The chapter concludes with an extended example of the Blink 602A robot project. Chapter 3 provides electrical interfacing fundamentals to properly connect BeagleBone to peripheral components. Chapter 4 provides an introduction to system level design, the tools used to develop a system and two advanced robot system examples.

Chapter 5 begins an advanced treatment of BeagleBone and the ARM Cortex A8 processor and an in depth review of exposed functions and how to access them using both Bonescript and C functions. In Chapter 6 the full power of BeagleBone is unleashed via several system level examples. Chapter 7 briefly reviews additional resources available to the BeagleBone user.

A LITTLE BEAGLE LORE

The beagle dog has been around for centuries and was quite popular in Europe. They were known for their sense of smell and were used to track hare. They are also known for their musical, bugling voice. In “The Beagle Handbook,” Dan Rice, Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM), indicates the Beagle was probably named for their size or voice. A combination of the French words for “open wide” and “throat” results in Begueule and might refer to the Beagle’s distinctive and jubilant bugle while on the hunt. Rice also notes “the word beagling isn't found in Webster’s dictionary, but it’s well recognized in canine fancy. Used by the Beagle community for practically all endeavors that involve their beautiful dogs [Rice, 2000].” We too will use the term “beagling” to describe the fun sessions of working with BeagleBone that are ahead. It is also worth mentioning that Ian Dunbar, Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons (MRCVS) in “The Essential Beagle” indicates the “overall temperament of the Beagle is bold and friendly.” This seems like an appropriate description for the BeagleBone computer running Bonescript software.

THE BEAGLEBOARD.ORG COMMUNITY

The BeagleBoard.org community has many members. What we all have in common is the desire to put processing power in the hands of the next generation of users. BeagleBoard.org, with Texas Instruments’ support, embraced the open source concept with the development and release of BeagleBone in late 2011. Their support will insure the BeagleBone project will be sustainable. BeagleBoard.org partnered with circuitco (www.circuitco.com) to produce BeagleBone and its associated Capes. The majority of the Capes have been designed and fabricated by circuitco. Clint Cooley, President of circuitco, is most interested in helping users develop and produce their own ideas for BeagleBone Capes. Texas Instruments has also supported the BeagleBoard.org community by giving Jason Kridner the latitude to serve as the open platform technologist and evangelist for the BeagleBoard.org community. The most important members of the community are the BeagleBoard
and Bone users. Our ultimate goal is for the entire community to openly share their successes and to encourage the next generation of STEM practitioners.

A LITTLE BIT ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Steve is a life time teacher. He has taught at a variety of age levels from middle school science enhancement programs through graduate level coursework. He served in the United States Air Force for 20 years and spent approximately half of that time as a faculty member at the United States Air Force Academy. Following military “retirement,” he began a second academic career at the University of Wyoming as an Assistant Professor. He now serves as a Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering and the Associate Dean for Academic Programs. He is planning on teaching into his 80’s and considers himself a student first teacher. Most importantly, he has two “grand beagles,” Rory and Romper, fondly referred to as “the girls.”

Jason got an early start with computing at age 9 programming his mom’s Tandy Radio Shack TRS–80. He was also a big fan of Forrest Mim’s “Getting Started in Electronics.” Much of his allowance was spent developing projects. He really enjoyed the adventure of trying new hardware and software projects. His goal is to bring back this spirit of adventure and discovery to the Beagle-Board.org community. While still in high school, he worked extensively with AutoCAD at a leak and flow testing company. He joined Texas Instruments in 1992 after a co–op with them while a student at Texas A&M University. He started using Linux at about the same time. Since joining TI he has worked on a wide variety of projects including audio digital signal processing, modems, home theater sound, multi–dimensional audio and MP3 player development.
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Objectives: After reading this chapter, the reader should be able to do the following:

- Provide a brief history of the Beagle computer line.
- Outline the different members of the BeagleBoard.org community.
- Appreciate the role of the BeagleBoard.org community.
- Describe BeagleBone concept of open source hardware.
- Diagram the layout of the original BeagleBone and BeagleBone Black computers.
- Summarize the differences between the original BeagleBone and BeagleBone Black computers.
- Describe BeagleBone Cape concept and available Capes.
- Define the power requirements for BeagleBone computer.
- Download, configure, and successfully execute a test program using the Cloud9 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and the Bonescript software.
- Design and implement a BeagleBone Boneyard prototype area to conduct laboratory exercises.

1.1 WELCOME!

Welcome to the wonderful world of BeagleBone! Whether you are a first–time BeagleBone user or are seasoned at “Beagling,” this book should prove useful. Chapter 1 is an introduction to BeagleBone, its environment and the Beagle community. BeagleBone hosts the Linux operating system; however, the user–friendly Bonescript programming environment may be used in a wide variety of browser environments including: Microsoft Windows, MAC OS X, and Linux. We provide instructions on how to rapidly get up–and–operating right out of the box! Also, an overview of BeagleBone features and subsystems is provided. The chapter concludes with several examples to get you started.

1.2 OVERVIEW

BeagleBone is a low cost, open hardware, expandable computer first introduced in November 2011 by BeagleBoard.org, a community of developers started by Beagle enthusiasts at Texas Instruments. Various BeagleBone variants host a powerful 32–bit, super–scalar ARM® Cortex™-A8 processor
operating up to 1 GHz. This allows the “Bone” to be used in a wide variety of applications usually reserved for powerful, desktop systems. The Bone is a full featured computer small enough to fit in a small mint tin box as shown in Figure 1.1. The combination of computing power and small form factor allows the Bone to be used in a wide variety of projects from middle school science fair projects to senior design projects to first prototypes of very complex systems.

Novice users may access the power of the Bone through the user–friendly, browser–based Bonescript environment in MS Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. Seasoned users may take full advantage of the Bone’s power using the underlying Linux–based operating system, a host of feature extension boards (Capes) and a wide variety of open source libraries.

Texas Instruments has supported BeagleBone development and has a long history of educating the next generation of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) professionals. BeagleBone is the latest education innovation in a long legacy which includes the Speak & Spell and Texas Instruments handheld calculators. The goal of BeagleBone project is to place a powerful, expandable computer in the hands of young innovators through the user–friendly, browser–based Bonescript environment. As the knowledge and skill of the user develops and matures, BeagleBone provides more sophisticated interfaces including a complement of C–based functions to access the hardware systems aboard the ARM Cortex A8 processor. These features will prove useful for college-
1.3 A BRIEF BEAGLE HISTORY

The Beagle family of computer products include BeagleBoard, BeagleBoard–xM, the original BeagleBone and the new BeagleBone Black. All have been designed by Gerald Coley, a long time expert Hardware Applications Engineer, of Texas Instruments. He has been primarily responsible for all hardware design, manufacturing planning, and scheduling for the product lines. The goal of the entire platform line is to provide users a powerful computer at a low cost with no restrictions. As Gerald describes it, his role has been to “get the computers out there and then get out of the way” to allow users to do whatever they want. The computers are intended for everyone and the goal is to provide out–of–box success.” He indicated it is also important to provide users a full suite of open source hardware details and to continually improve the product line by listening to customers’ desires and keeping the line fresh with new innovations.

BeagleBone was first conceptualized in early Fall 2011. The goal was to provide a full–featured, expandable computer employing the SitaraTM AM335x ARM® processor in a small profile case. Jason Kridner, a longtime expert Software Applications Engineer responsible for all Beagle software and co–author of this textbook, of Texas Instruments told Gerald the goal was to design a processor board that would fit in a small mint tin box. After multiple board revisions, Gerald was able to meet the desired form factor. BeagleBone enjoyed a fast development cycle. From a blank sheet of paper starting point to full production was accomplished in 90 days.

New designs at Texas Instruments are given a code name during product development. During the early development of the Beagle line, the movie “Underdog” was showing in local theaters. Also, Gerald had a strong affinity to Beagles based on his long time friend and pet, “Jake.” Gerald dubbed the new project “Beagle” with the intent of changing the name later. However, the name stuck and the rest is history.

The “Underdog” movie was adapted from the cartoon series of the same name. The series debuted in 1964 and featured the hero “Underdog” –who was humble and loveable “Shoeshine Boy” until danger called. Shoeshine Boy was then transformed into the invincible flying Underdog complete with a cape that allowed him to fly. His famous catch phrase was “Have no fear, Underdog is here!” This series is readily available on Amazon and is a lot of good fun. BeagleBone is a bit like Underdog. It can fit into an unassuming, mint tin box, yet is a full–featured, “fire–breathing,” computer equipped with the Linux operating system whose features are extended with Capes.
1.4 BEAGLEBOARD.ORG COMMUNITY

The BeagleBoard.org community has thousands of members. What we all have in common is the desire to put processing power in the hands of the next generation of users. BeagleBoard.org with Texas Instruments support embraced the open source concept with the development and release of BeagleBone in late 2011. Their support will ensure BeagleBone project remains sustained. BeagleBoard.org partnered with Circuitco (a contract manufacturer) to produce BeagleBone and many of its associated Capes. The majority of the Capes have been designed and fabricated by Circuitco. Clint Cooley, President of Circuitco, is most interested in helping users develop and produce their own ideas for BeagleBone Capes. Texas Instruments has also supported the BeagleBoard.org community by giving Jason Kridner the latitude to serve as the open platform technologist and evangelist for the BeagleBoard.org community. The most important members of the community are the BeagleBoard and BeagleBone users (you). Our ultimate goal is for the entire community to openly share their successes and to encourage the next generation of STEM practitioners.

In the next several sections, an overview of BeagleBone hardware, system configuration and software is discussed.

1.5 BEAGLEBONE HARDWARE

There are two different variants of BeagleBone: the original BeagleBone, released in late 2011, and BeagleBone Black released, in early 2013. The features of both Bones are summarized in Figure 1.2.

The two variants of BeagleBone are physically quite similar. They both fit inside a small mint box. The original BeagleBone is equipped with a Sitara™ AM3359 ARM® processor that operates at a maximum frequency of 720 MHz when powered from an external 5 VDC source. The original BeagleBone is also equipped with an SD/MMC micro SD card. The card acts as the “hard drive” for BeagleBone board and hosts the Ångström distribution operating system, Cloud9 Integrated Development Environment (IDE), and Bonescript. The original BeagleBone also features an integrated JTAG “and serial port” over the USB client connection [Coley].

BeagleBone Black hosts the Sitara™ AM3358 ARM® processor which operates at a maximum frequency of 1 GHz. The micro SD card provided with the original BeagleBone has been replaced with a 2 Giga byte (GB) eMMC (embedded MultiMedia Card) on BeagleBone Black. This provides for non–volatile mass storage in an integrated circuit package. The eMMC acts as the “hard drive” for BeagleBone Black board and hosts the Ångström distribution operating system, Cloud9 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and Bonescript. The micro SD card connector is still available for expanding the storage. BeagleBone Black has also been enhanced with an HDMI (High–Definition Multimedia Interface) frame and micro connector. HDMI is a compact digital audio/interface which is commonly used in commercial entertainment products such as DVD players, video game consoles and mobile phones. Interestingly, BeagleBone Black costs approximately half of the original BeagleBone at approximately US $45 [Coley].
Figure 1.2: BeagleBone comparison [Coley]. (Figures adapted and used with permission of beagleboard.org.)
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1.5.1 OPEN SOURCE HARDWARE

To spur the development and sharing of new developments and features among the BeagleBoard community, all hardware details of BeagleBone boards are readily available as open source. This includes detailed schematics, bill–of–materials and printed circuit board (PCB) layout. This allows for custom designs to take full advantage of BeagleBone–based products at the lowest possible cost. Hardware details are readily available at www.beagleboard.org.

1.6 DEVELOPING WITH BONESCRIPT

Bonescript helps to provide a user–friendly, browser–based programming environment for BeagleBone. Bonescript consists of a JavaScript library of functions to rapidly develop a variety of physical computing applications. Bonescript is accessed via a built–in web server that is pre–installed on the BeagleBone board. Because Bonescript programming is accessed over your browser, it may be developed from any of MS Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. Exercise 1 provided later in the chapter provides easy–to–use instructions on how to quickly get Bonescript-based program up and operating. Although Bonescript is user–friendly, it may also be used to rapidly prototype complex embedded systems.

1.7 BEAGLEBONE CAPES

A wide variety of peripheral components may be easily connected to BeagleBone. A series of Capes have been developed to give BeagleBone “super powers” (actually, using these plug–in boards provide BeagleBone with additional functionality). Currently, there are over 20 different capes available with many more on the way. See www.beaglebonecapes.com for the latest information on available capes. BeagleBone may be equipped with up to four Capes at once. Each Cape is equipped with an onboard EEPROM to store Cape configuration data. For example, Capes are available to provide BeagleBone:

- a seven inch, 800 x 400 pixel TFT LCD (liquid crystal display) (LCD7 Cape)
- a battery pack (Battery Cape)
- a Controller Area Network (CAN) interface (CANbus Cape)
- separate Capes for interface to a wide variety of devices including DVI–D, Profibus, RS–232, RS–485 and VGA standards
- an interface for two stepper motors

There is also a Cape equipped with a solderless breadboard area to provide a straightforward interface to external components. This Cape is illustrated in Figure 1.3 along with a representative sample of other Capes.
1.8 POWER REQUIREMENTS AND CAPABILITIES

BeagleBone may be powered from the USB cable, an external 5 VDC power supply or via the Battery Cape. When powered via the USB cable, the original BeagleBone operates at 500 MHz and BeagleBone Black at 1 GHz. When DC powered via an external source, the original BeagleBone operates up to 720 MHz and the Black up to 1 GHz. An external 5 VDC supply may be connected to the external power supply connector. The 5 VDC supply requires a minimum 1 amp current rating and must be equipped with a 2.1 mm center positive with a 5.5 mm outer barrel [Coley]. A BeagleBone–compatible 5 VDC, 2A power supply is available from Adafruit (www.adafruit.com).

Most of these Capes have been designed by BeagleBoard.org and are manufactured by Circuitco in Richardson, Texas. Both BeagleBoard.org and Circuitco are interested in manufacturing Cape designs submitted by the BeagleBoard.org community.

Figure 1.3: BeagleBone Capes. (top left) prototype Cape, (top right) Liquid Crystal Display LCD Cape, (bottom left) Controller Area Network Cape, (bottom right) motor control Cape [Circuitco].
1.9 GETTING STARTED — SUCCESS OUT OF THE BOX

It is important to the BeagleBoard designers that a novice user experience out–of–box success on first time use. In this section we provide a series of exercises to quickly get up and operating with BeagleBone and Bonescript.

1.9.1 EXERCISE 1: PROGRAMMING WITH BONESCRIPT THROUGH YOUR BROWSER

For the novice user, the quickest way to get up and operating with Bonescript is through your web browser. Detailed step–by–step quick–start instructions are provided in the online “BeagleBone Quick–Start Guide” available at www.beagleboard.org. The guide consists of four easy to follow steps. The four steps are summarized below. They may be accomplished in less than 10 minutes to allow rapid out–of–box operation [www.beagleboard.org].

1. Plug BeagleBone into the host computer via the mini–USB capable and open the START.htm file, or README.htm for older software images.
2. Install the proper drivers for your system. MS Windows users need to first determine if the host computer is running 32 or 64–bit Windows. Instructions to do this are provided at http://support.microsoft.com/kb/827218.

3. For the original BeagleBone, EJECT the drive original (if you have not updated to the latest Bonescript software image).

4. Browse to “Information on BeagleBoard” information using Chrome or Firefox by going to http://192.168.7.2

5. Explore the Cloud9 IDE develop environment by navigating to http://192.168.7.2:3000/ using Chrome or Firefox.

1.9.2 EXERCISE 2: BLINKING AN LED WITH BONESCRIPT

In this exercise we blink a light emitting diode (LED) onboard BeagleBone and also an external LED. Bonescript will be used along with the blinkled.js program. The LED interface to the BeagleBone is shown in Figure 1.5. The interface circuit consists of a 270 ohm resistor in series with the LED. This limits the current from BeagleBone to a safe value below 8 mA. The LED has two terminals: the anode (+) and the cathode (−). The cathode is the lead closest to the flattened portion of the LED.

The blinkled.js program is provided in the code listing below. The purpose of this program is to blink two different LEDs: on BeagleBone (LED USR3) and an external LED via header P8 pin 13. Only a brief description is provided. A detailed description of Bonescript is provided in the next chapter. In the first line of the code, the Bonescript library must be included. Several lines then follow to allow the program to work in version 0.0.1 (original) and 0.2.0 (black) of Bonescript. The pin designators are then assigned to variable names. The pins are then configured as general purpose outputs. The initial state of the LEDs are set to LOW turning the LEDs off. A JavaScript timer is then configured that runs the function “toggle” once every second (1000 ms). Within the function, the variable “state” is toggled between LOW and HIGH, then used to set the state of the pins driving the LEDs.

```javascript
//**************************************************
var b = require('bonescript');

//Old bonescript defines 'bone' globally
var pins = (typeof bone != 'undefined') ? bone : b.bone.pins;

var ledPin = pins.P8_13;
var ledPin2 = pins.USR3;

b.pinMode(ledPin, b.OUTPUT);
```
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Figure 1.5: Interfacing an LED to BeagleBone. Notes: The current being supplied by the BeagleBone pin should not exceed 8 mA.

```javascript
b.pinMode(ledPin2, b.OUTPUT);
var state = b.LOW;
b.digitalWrite(ledPin, state);
b.digitalWrite(ledPin2, state);
setInterval(toggle, 1000);

function toggle() {
    if(state == b.LOW) state = b.HIGH;
    else state = b.LOW;
    b.digitalWrite(ledPin, state);
    b.digitalWrite(ledPin2, state);
}
```

//*****************************************************************************
1.9. EXECUTING THE BLINKLED.JS PROGRAM

To execute the program, Cloud9 IDE is started as described earlier in the chapter. The blinkled.js program is selected and the “run” button is depressed. The LEDs will commence blinking!

1.9.4 EXERCISE 3: DEVELOPING YOUR OWN BONEYARD — AROO!

In this exercise you develop a prototype board to exercise BeagleBone. We have dubbed this the “Boneyard.” In the spirit of “Do–it–yourself (DIY),” we encourage you to develop your own Boneyard by using your creativity and sense of adventure.

If your schedule does not permit time to design and build your own Boneyard, “way cool” prototype boards and cases are available from Adafruit and built–to–spec.com. Adafruit (www.adafruit.com) provides a plethora of Beagle related products including an Adafruit proto plate and Bone Box pictured in Figure 1.6. Built–to–spec also offers a variety of BeagleBone products including prototype boards and enclosures. Several are shown in Figure 1.7.

For our version of the Boneyard, we have used available off–the–shelf products as shown in Figure 1.8. The Boneyard includes the following:

• A black Pelican Micro Case #1040,
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- A BeagleBone evaluation board,
- Two Jameco JE21 3.3 x 2.1 inch solderless breadboards and
- One piece of black plexiglass.

We purposely have not provided any construction details. Instead, we encourage you to use your own imagination to develop and construct your own BeagleBone Boneyard. Also, a variety of Beagle related stickers are available from Café Press www.cafepress.com to customize your boneyard.

Figure 1.8: BeagleBone Boneyard (photo courtesy of J. Barrett, Closer to the Sun International).

1.10 SUMMARY

This chapter has provided an introduction to BeagleBone, its environment and Beagle community. Also, an overview of BeagleBone features and subsystem was provided. The chapter concluded with several examples to get you started. In the next chapter a detailed introduction to programming and programming tools is provided.

1.11 REFERENCES


1.12. CHAPTER EXERCISES

1. What processor is hosted aboard the original BeagleBone? BeagleBone Black? Summarize the features of each processor.

2. What is the difference between BeagleBone computer and a microcontroller based hobbyist board?

3. What is the operating system aboard BeagleBone? What are the advantages of using this operating system?

4. Describe the Beagle community.

5. Where is the operating system stored on the original BeagleBone? BeagleBone Black?

6. What is the Cloud9 IDE?

7. Summarize the features of Bonescript.

8. Describe the concept of open source hardware.

9. What is a BeagleBone Cape? How many can be used simultaneously? How are conflicts prevented between Capes?

10. Modify the blinkled.js program such that one LED blinks at three times the rate of the other.